Deliver the PowerEdge difference

analytics, performance workloads

Ideal workloads:
• Deliver lifecycle protection and longevity
• Streamline deployment and management
• Maximize responsiveness and scalability

performance and a rich set of storage options.

exceptionally demanding use cases, with outstanding

MX840c is optimized to provide scale-up for

Offer composable, modular compute

SQL databases or dense virtualization

business applications like CRM or ERP,

In-memory database like SAP HANA,

Ideal workloads:
• Simplify management
• Scale capacity
• Deliver fast results

local storage and a high memory

traditional workloads where large

R940 is optimized to tackle

performance

need for real-time business analytics and applications in a single, easy-to-deploy

PowerEdge servers and efficient Dell EMC OpenManage systems management

listed above. Dell EMC offers SAP HANA Ready Nodes in several sizes tuned to

Increase

with embedded

Advanced Dell EMC PowerEdge 4-socket servers, with Intel® Xeon®

agility and flexibility

bottlenecks and reduce response times, while also addressing the full

Increase

with high density and

Advanced server technology that enables your customers to extract more

As a Dell Technologies partner, you can use our pioneering products and

server portfolio to help your customers

server portfolio to help your customers

infrastructure that's secure and

infrastructure and business

Infographic details:

Achieve more, deliver quick results and maximize efficiency

Realize business benefits for

Register for and explore the benefits of our Partner Program

Intelligent Automation
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